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Abstract12

We use molecular dynamics simulations at the atomistic level to build a model of aromatic13

polyamide polymer used in reverse osmosis membranes, from a mixture of m-phenylene di-14

amine (MPD) and trimesoyl chloride monomers (TMC). Our purpose is to use different MPD15

to TMC ratios to reproduce the compositional depth-dependence observed experimentally16

during interfacial polymerization. MPD to TMC ratios in the range 1:4 to 5:1 have been17

employed. Reproducibility of the polymerization algorithm is thoroughly studied through18

the building of several samples under identical conditions. We notice that simulation time19

of a few microseconds are necessary in order to reach equilibration. We show that the initial20

monomer ratio has a strong influence onto the final polymer composition and different chem-21

ical structures have been created. Large differences are seen concerning cross-linking degree22

and remaining un-reacted groups. Comparison with available experimental data show that23

samples built using intermediate values of the MDP to TMC ratio closely resemble aromatic24

polyamide membranes. We conclude that the simulated samples created under different local25

concentrations can describe properly the chemical heterogeneities observed experimentally26

in reverse osmosis membranes.27
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1. Introduction30

Membrane-based treatments and especially reverse osmosis (RO) are extensively used for pure31

water production and industrial wastewater treatment, due to advantages such as continuity,32

easy scaling-up, minimum consumption of chemicals and absence of toxic by-products through33

this process [1, 2]. As a result, RO occupies more than 50% of seawater desalination market [3].34

It is also implemented for the treatment of effluents in order to achieve water reuse in various in-35

dustrial fields, such as plating industry [4], textile industry [5] or sugar and distillery industry [6].36

Its broad applicability in industrial wastewater treatment includes the removal of trace levels of37

micro pollutants, such as pharmaceutical compounds [7, 8] and pesticide residuals [9, 10, 11, 12].38

RO membranes are thin film composite materials and typically consist of a thin layer of39

cross-linked aromatic polyamide (APA), with a thickness of the order of 150 nm, a microporous40

polysulfone (PSf) or polyethersulfone (PES) support (≈ 20-50 µm) and a polyesther backing41

fabric (≈ 100 µm). The active layer, e.g. the separating region of the membrane, is the APA42

layer. It is obtained using interfacial polymerization between m-phenylene diamine (MPD) and43

trimesoyl chloride (TMC) monomers. In commercial membranes manufacturing, the microp-44

orous support [13] is impregnated with an aqueous solution of MPD monomers and placed in45

contact with an organic TMC solution. Several groups also succeeded in obtaining free-standing46

membranes where polymerization takes place directly at the aqueous/organic solvent interface.47

In both cases, chemical reactions occur as MPD monomers dissolve into the organic phase. The48

process is thus controlled by solubility and diffusion of MPD monomers into the latter phase. As49

polymerization takes place, the medium changes drastically with the formation of the membrane50

and the process becomes even more complex. As presented in a very recent review by Habib and51

Weinman [14], many parameters can influence the synthesis process and the final properties of52

the membrane. The presence and nature of a supporting layer, MPD and TMC concentrations,53

reaction time, temperature, additives are amongst the most important parameters. Chai and54

Krantz [15] demonstrated that for very small TMC concentrations, the interfacial polymeriza-55

tion is controlled by species diffusion in the organic layer, while for higher TMC concentrations56

appropriate to commercial practice, the process is controlled by MPD diffusion in the interfacial57

polymerization film layer. Dutta et al. [16] noticed that the diffusivity of MPD monomer from58
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the aqueous to the organic phase is the important factor regarding the uniform composition59

and morphology of the polymer formed. Excess of one of the monomers may lead to an inho-60

mogeneous concentration of carboxylic group or amine group along the membrane thickness.61

Khorshidi [17] also demonstrated the importance of the MPD/TMC ratio on the final aspect62

of the membrane, obtaining thin polyamide layer with nodular structures or looser APA layer63

with a ridge-and-valley structure. By changing the MPD/TMC ratio, Xu et al. [18] were able64

to optimize both water permeance and sodium chloride rejection. From a fundamental point of65

view, there is a need for a deeper understanding of the relationship between synthesis protocol66

and membrane structure and between membrane structure and separation performances. Molec-67

ular simulation tools have been increasingly employed in recent years to elucidate and quantify68

atomistic scale mechanisms and processes in functional membrane materials [19, 20]. However,69

because of time and length scales limitations, molecular simulations must be used with caution70

to screen the influence of various input parameters. In silico synthesis of a realistic active APA71

layer that can reproduce specific experimental properties is, in itself, a challenging task.72

Different strategies have been set-up to build APA molecular models. Some groups start with73

linear chains made from MPD and TMC monomers which are further cross-linked by adding74

and connecting MPD monomers with free acyl groups [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Others directly75

connect a set of MPD and TMC monomers [27, 28, 29, 30] randomly placed in the simulation76

box. Some groups also take advantage of a coarse-grained representation of the monomers and77

of their reaction products to speed up the process and study the kinetics at sight during the78

membrane formation [31, 32, 33]. In some specific cases, atomic scale membranes can be recre-79

ated from the final coarse-grained representation [33].80

The majority of these researches focused on methodological aspects of membrane building81

through molecular simulation [21, 31, 30], water and salt localizations and diffusion mecha-82

nisms inside the membrane [21, 22, 27, 23, 26, 34, 28, 35, 36], organic molecules diffusion and83

foulant model interactions with the APA layer [24, 25, 29, 37, 38, 39, 40]. In most cases, a84

single molecular simulation box or a few replica are built. The initial conditions are strongly85

inspired by macroscopic properties given for the FT30 active layer, i.e. an hydrated density of86

1.38 g/cm3 and a water content of 23 w% [21] corresponding to a dry density of 1.06 g/cm3.87

These data have been discussed by Zhang et al. [41]. The authors measured a different water88

content and consequently a different dry membrane density, around 1.24 g/cm3. Also, for most89

of the contributions presented above, simulation boxes are equilibrated for a few tens of ns.90
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Using large scale molecular simulations, Muscatello et al. [33] employed a procedure that mimics91

experimental interfacial polymerization of TMC and MPD monomers. They studied membrane92

formation using three different MPD to TMC ratio: 1:1, 3:2 and 3:1. They observed that inter-93

facial polymerization reaction is self-limited and that simulated membranes display a thickness94

of 5–10 nm. However, no systematic variations of carboxylic and amine group fractions are95

observed with the initial monomer concentration ratio. To our knowledge, Suzuki et al. [42]96

realized the first systematic study on APA film heterogeneity. They applied an hybrid Monte97

Carlo/Molecular Dynamics approach to build four different boxes with MPD/TMC ratios 1:4,98

1:1, 3:2 and 4:1. Systems with different chemical structures are thus obtained. However, little99

information is given in terms of structural information or macroscopic properties. In this work,100

we assume that the compositional depth-dependence observed by several authors [16, 17, 18] is101

caused by different local MPD/TMC concentrations during the reaction steps. Our purpose is102

to build several samples starting from different MPD/TMC ratios, to investigate their influence103

on the chemical structure, local and macroscopic properties and finally relate those data to real104

systems.105

The article is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the methodology used, the106

systems studied and a new set of chemical descriptors to analyze our samples. In section 3, we107

validate the methodology and give a detailed description of our samples. In section 4, we discuss108

the relationship between simulated and real systems. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.109

2. Methodology110

2.1. Molecular simulation tools111

The choice of the force field (FF), which describes physical interactions between particles, is112

crucial if realistic behavior and quantitative data are expected. Many different FF have been113

used to study APA membranes including CVFF [43], CHARMM [44], AMBER [45], GAFF [46]114

and OPLS-AA [47] force fields. As mentioned by Ridgway et al. [20], similar behaviors have115

been reported with these different models. To our knowledge, the work by Liyana et al. [30] is116

the only one where different force fields were compared using the same building methodology:117

for the three force fields studied, TraPPE [48], OPLS-AA, and GAFF, the average hydrated118

densities of the membranes are in very good agreement.119

In this work, we used the OPLS-AA force field [47]. The OPLS-AA parameters were opti-120
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mized to fit experimental properties of liquids, such as density and heat of vaporization. Free121

energy of hydration of organic molecules using the TIP4P model [49, 50] is also an important122

component of the optimization process. This makes it a good candidate for the study of APA123

membranes, in presence of water (TIP4P model) and other organic components.124

Molecular simulations were realized using the Lammps Molecular Dynamics Simulator (Lammps,125

August 2018 version) [51, 52]. Initial box configurations, as well as input files for Lammps sim-126

ulations were created using our local molecular dynamics simulation package, Newton [53]. We127

wrote a set of scripts and codes to control the polymerization steps, based on Lammps function-128

alities (see the simulated polymerization section 2.2 for details).129

During molecular dynamics simulations, a Lorentz-Berthelot combining rule is used for130

Lennard-Jones interactions between unlike particles with a cut-off distance of 10 Å and tail cor-131

rections. Long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated with the particle-particle particle-132

mesh Ewald solver [54], with a 10 Å real space cut-off distance and a reciprocal space relative133

accuracy of 10−4. The equations of motion are based on Nosé-Hoover style Hamiltonian with134

a time step of 1 fs [55]. Thermostat and barostat use a damping factor of 0.1 and 1 ps respec-135

tively. Standard (hydrostatic) and iso-stress NPT simulations were realized using the Lammps136

keywords iso and aniso, respectively. Finally, energy minimization steps used the conjugate137

gradient algorithm with a stopping tolerance for energy equal to 10−4 and a stopping tolerance138

for forces of 10−6 force units.139

2.2. Simulated polymerization140

The simulated polymerization strategy implemented in this work is based on the work by Harder141

et al. [27], with minor adjustments presented here. A schematic of the simulated polymerization142

process is given in Fig. 1. The different steps are commented out below. During step 1, a143

set of n MPD monomers, m TMC monomers and one dimer (to simplify force field handling in144

Lammps) are randomly placed within a simulation box at the target density of 1.38 g/cm3 so that145

monomers stay close enough to each other to facilitate amide bond creation. Following several146

authors [23, 25, 36], the acyl groups of TMC monomers are hydrolyzed, hence no chloride ions147

are considered; moreover, TMC monomers are modeled in protonated form [56, 57, 20]. Step 2,148

the initial system is homogenized during a 30 ns molecular dynamics run in the NVT ensemble149

at 298.15 K. During step 3, a loop including 150 polymerization attempts is started. Our script150

paamaker searches the smallest distance between the carbon atom of a carboxylic group and151
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Figure 1: Simulated polymerization algorithm

the nitrogen atom of an amine group. If no such pair is found at a distance smaller than 4 Å,152

the system is run in the NVT ensemble during 10 ps at 298.15 K. If a pair is found, paamaker153

creates a command file for the Lammps code to form an amide bond by changing atom types,154

bond, bend, dihedral and improper lists. The amide bond formation is followed by an energy155

minimization step and by a 2 ps run in the NVT ensemble at 298.15 K using Lammps code.156

Considering the initial number of MPD and TMC monomers, the amide bond number reaches a157

plateau before 125 cycles [58]. Finally, during step 4, remaining monomers, dimers and trimers158

are removed from the simulation box. The polymer is then relaxed and equilibrated using159

simulations in different statistical ensembles, as described in section 3.1.160

During the polymerization process, it was necessary to modify the force field associated with161

the remaining hydrogen atom on the amide function. OPLS-AA model for this hydrogen atom162

type is a single positive partial charge. It happened sometimes during the creation of an amide163

bond that a negative partial charge was brought about too close to the hydrogen atom, creating164

an infinitely large electrostatic interaction energy, not handled by floating-point arithmetic. To165

avoid this, OPLS-AA Lennard-Jones parameters from aromatic hydrogen atom types were used166

for these hydrogen atoms. The repulsion term was then strong enough to avoid the collapse of167

the partial charges and divergence of the electrostatic energy. Once the polymerization steps168

ended, the original OPLS-AA force field was recovered. It is worth mentioning here that simu-169
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lated polymerization algorithms are a crude approximation of the real ongoing processes during170

interfacial polymerization. The simulated structures have to be compared with experimental171

data in order to be validated, as will be done in the following sections.172

2.3. Description of the studied systems173

Interfacial polymerization is realized using an aqueous solution of MPD and an organic solution of174

TMC. As TMC monomers have a very low solubility in water, the chemical reactions take place in175

the organic phase as MPD monomers diffuse into it. Typical MPD concentrations in the aqueous176

phase range from 0.01 to 20.0 w/v % and for TMC in organic phase (mostly n-hexane) from177

0.001 to 10 w/v % [18, 59, 14]. Depending on specific experimental conditions, authors report178

MPD to TMC concentration ratios between 1 and 200 [18, 59]. However, MPD concentration179

in the organic phase can not be easily defined from the knowledge of its concentration in the180

aqueous phase. It depends on many other parameters such as the monomer partition coefficient181

between aqueous and organic phases, the diffusion coefficient of MPD in both phases and at182

the interface or even the presence of additives like triethylamine (TEA). However, simulated183

polymerization is done without solvent and the most relevant quantity becomes the MPD/TMC184

monomer ratio. In our simulations, this ratio is expected to represent the local concentration185

at the chemical reaction location. The ratio used in this study ranges from 1:4 to 5:1 including186

1:1 and 3:2 values. The 1:1 ratio corresponds to the stoichiometry of a fully linear chain, while187

the ratio 3:2 corresponds to a perfectly reticulated APA network. Extreme cases are accounted188

for using a large excess of TMC monomers (1:4 ratio) or MPD monomers (5:1). Overall, 15189

different ratios are used: 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 5.0 with190

an average number of monomers per simulation box of 170. In order to test the repeatability191

of the simulated polymerization process for these boxes, we created eleven repetition boxes for192

MPD/TMC ratio of 0.25, 1.5 and 5.0 (see section 3.2 for analysis). This brings to 46 the total193

number of simulation boxes studied here.194

2.4. Chemical descriptors195

In order to quantify the chemical structure of our samples and compare with experimental data,196

we introduce several chemical descriptors related to APA structure already described in [60].197

Due to the presence of a 3-functional monomer (e.g. TMC), APA polymer exhibits extensive198

branching and cross-linking leading to a random amorphous structure. It is often represented199
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as a mixture of two structural units, a linear one and a cross-linked one. These two units are200

depicted in Fig. 2. The cross-linked unit X appears from the reaction between a TMC monomer201

and 3 MPD monomers. It is the building block of fully reticulated polymers. Its chemical202

formula (assuming hydrolyzed and protonated structure) is C18O3N3H12. The linear unit Y is203

the building block of fully linear polymers. Its chemical formula is C15O4N2H10. The cross-

Figure 2: Linear and cross-linked structural units found in APA reticulated polymers.

204

linking degree, χ, represents the ratio of cross-linked units to the total number of units. It is205

a quantity that can vary between 0 and 1. It can be expressed as a function of the oxygen to206

nitrogen ratio, O/N:207

χ = X

X + Y
= 6

1 + O/N − 2 . (1)

For a fully linear structure, the O/N ratio is 2 and the cross-linking degree is zero, whereas208

for a fully cross-linked structure, the O/N ratio is 1 and χ goes to 1. Elemental analysis can209

thus provide important informations about the chemical structure of the synthesized polymer.210

However, this descriptor suffers from several drawbacks. First, it is possible to obtain structures211

with identical O/N ratio (hence same cross-linking degree χ) but with different oxygen and212

nitrogen atom fractions. Second, it is assumed that real APA is fully described by units X and213

Y only. This doesn’t account for chain ends as e.g. a terminal TMC group with 2 acyl functions214

or a MPD group with an amine group, and may not be able to describe quantitatively structures215

with a non negligible amount of such units. In such cases, O/N ratio can have values below one216

and above two, leading to negative or larger than one cross-linking degree values.217

This led us to introduce a new set of four different chemical units, shown in Fig. 3. The units218

can be seen as extracted from a complete APA structure, composed of linear and cross-linked219

regions plus unreacted amine and carboxylic groups. Unit a corresponds to a TMC monomer220
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with each carboxylic group replaced by an acyl group. Its chemical formula is C9O3H3. Unit b221

corresponds to a MPD monomer with each amine group replaced by an NH group. Its chemical222

formula is C6N2H6. Unit c corresponds to a terminal hydroxyl attached to a TMC unit a forming223

one carboxylic group having not reacted. Finally, group d corresponds to terminal hydrogen,224

attached to a MPD unit b, forming one amine group having not reacted. The acyl groups of225

TMC units a which are not connected with hydroxyl terminals, form an amide bond with a NH226

group of MPD units b.

Figure 3: The four chemical units proposed to describe APA polymers.

227

The total number of atom types in the system can be expressed as a function of the different228

unit number:229

C = 9a+ 6b

O = 3a+ c (2)

N = 2b

The number of hydrogen terminal units is obtained considering that the C=O terminals of230

TMC units which are not connected with hydroxyl terminal unit (3a−c) form the amide linkage231

with NH terminals in MPD units not connected with hydrogen terminal units (2b− d):232

3a− c = 2b− d (3)

We now define the connection degree of acyl groups, fac as the fraction of amide groups to the233
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sum of amide groups and remaining carboxylic groups after reaction. Using equations 2 and 3,234

this descriptor can be expressed as a function of C, N and O elements:235

fac = nCONH
nCOOH + nCONH

= 3a− c
3a = 2− 3O

C− 3N (4)

This quantity goes to 1 when all acyl groups have reacted to form an amide bond. We proceed236

the same way for the connection degree of amine groups, fam:237

fam = nCONH
nNH2 + nCONH

= 2b− d
2b = 2C− 3O

3N − 2 (5)

Finally, the ratio of aromatic rings originating from MPD monomers (i.e. with up to 2 amide238

bonds) to aromatic rings originating from TMC monomers (i.e. with up to 3 amide bonds) in239

the final structure is simply given by the equation:240

rm:t = b

a
= 9N

2C− 6N , (6)

a quantity called the final MPD/TMC ratio.241

From molecular simulations, it is a trivial task to obtain elemental composition. We devel-242

opped the paastats tool to do a topological analysis of our samples in order to identify typical243

structures like MPD units connected to one or two TMC units and so on; we obtained this244

information from our simulated samples to check the validity of equations 4, 5 and 6.245

In the following, we will compare simulation with experimental compositions. Because hydro-246

gen is not quantifiable by XPS, hydrogen atoms were not accounted for in these computations.247

Thus, the nitrogen atom fraction is defined as xN = N/(C + O + N), the oxygen atom fraction248

is xO = O/(C + O + N) and xC = 1− xO − xN.249

3. Results250

3.1. Polymer matrix relaxation and equilibration251

At the end of the polymerization steps, the simulation boxes are not equilibrated. Although each252

amide bond creation was followed by energy minimization and short relaxation using an NVT253

run, some residual mechanical constraints remain. For example, the diagonal pressure tensor254

elements for the box with an initial MPD/TMC ratio r0
m:t = 1.2 are very different, ranging from255
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-250 to 7200 bars. In order to relax these mechanical constraints, a few cycles involving NVT256

followed by NPT simulations are realized. During NVT simulations, the differences between257

the pressure tensor elements decrease while the average pressure remains roughly the same.258

During NPT simulations, the average pressure converges to the target pressure (1 bar) while259

the box volume changes. After such a few cycles (e.g. 2 cycles and 250 ns for the system with260

r0
m:t = 1.2) small differences still exist between pressure tensor components: Pxx = 215 ± 50,261

Pyy = −58 ± 100, Pzz = −132 ± 50. At this stage, a long simulation in the NPT iso-stress262

ensemble is realized in order to relax all pressure tensor diagonal elements independently. The263

time evolution of the potential energy Ep, the density ρ and box lengths in x, y and z directions,264

Li, for system r0
m:t = 1.2 are shown versus simulation time t in Fig. 4.265
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Figure 4: Long time relaxation of the APA box with initial r0
m:t = 1.2. Potential energy Ep,

density ρ and box lengths in x, y and z directions, Li, are shown versus simulation time t. Initial
time corresponds to the end of the NVT/NPT cycles. Note that unit of time is in µs.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the complete relaxation of the simulation box requires quite a long266

simulation time after the end of the NVT/NPT cycles. Over 500 ns are required for the potential267

energy and the density to converge. The situation is even worse for box length values where268

abrupt changes, accompanying in most cases molecular conformational changes, are observed.269

For the system presented here, box length values remain constant after 0.8 µs, although abrupt270

box length variations are observed up to 3 µs in some boxes. Therefore, in this study, simulation271

boxes were equilibrated for simulation time as long as 5 µs.272
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3.2. Repeatability analysis273

The simulated polymerization used is a random process. Therefore, it is expected that sim-274

ulation boxes created under identical conditions will lead to polymers with slightly different275

structures. This is worsened by the limited number of monomers used. Before proceeding to276

the study of the influence of the initial MPD/TMC ratio, r0
m:t, it is important to check that our277

polymer construction process gives equivalent samples under identical conditions.278

We created eleven repetition boxes for each of the following r0
m:t values: 0.25, 1.5, 5.0. Ideally,279

several repetition boxes should be done for each set of initial condition. However, large compu-280

tation times impose to reduce the number of boxes studied. At the end of the polymerization281

process, and after removal of unreacted monomers, dimers and trimers, we did an elemental282

analysis of the samples in terms of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms from which different283

descriptors can be obtained. Fig. 5 shows the final oxygen to nitrogen ratio, O/N, oxygen atom284

concentration, xO and MPD to TMC ratio, rm:t, for the 11 repetition boxes and for each r0
m:t.285

This set of properties is not fully exhaustive, though we believe it is representative of the chem-286

ical nature of the samples. It is clear from Fig. 5 that simulated polymerization is sensitive

Box id.
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0.1
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Box id.
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1

1.5

2
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Figure 5: Final oxygen to nitrogen ratio, O/N, oxygen atom concentration, xO and MPD to TMC
ratio, rm:t, for the 11 repetition boxes and the different initial MPD/TMC ratio, r0

m:t = 0.25
(circle), 1.5 (square) , 5.0 (diamond). Symbols represent data for each repetition box. Dashed
lines are averages over all repetition boxes for a given property and r0

m:t.

287

to initial conditions. Boxes obtained with different r0
m:t can be clearly distinguished from each288

other using O/N ratio, xO and rm:t. For a given r0
m:t, repetition boxes are slightly different and289

fluctuations are observed for computed descriptors. However, the standard deviations are small290
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compared with average values and we can assume that each box is representative of the system.291

3.3. Systems main trends with r0
m:t292

In this section we focus on the main trends observed in our samples for a limited number of293

r0
m:t values. Several structural data are given in table 1, averaged over the 11 repetition boxes:294

Nmol, the number of molecules per box; Nmono, the number of monomers per molecule; Nce, the295

number of chain ends per molecule, computed from the number of MPD units b with one amine296

group plus the number of TMC units a with two carboxylic acid groups; Ncl, the number of297

TMC cross-linked units per molecule, computed from the number of TMC units a connected to298

three MPD units b with no amine group; the molecular size distribution (expressed in number299

of atoms per molecule). It is clear from table 1 that two different trends are observed. Samples

r0
m:t 0.25 1.5 5.0

〈Nmol〉b 10.9± 0.6 5.6± 0.6 21.8± 0.7

〈Nmono〉b 6.0± 0.2 25.0± 3.0 6.4± 0.2

〈Nce〉b 2.05± 0.02 6.3± 0.8 3.72± 0.06

〈Ncl〉b 0.07± 0.02 1.9± 0.4 0.03± 0.01

Size distribution (atoms)

0-200 1 0.62 0.97

200-500 0 0.193 0.03

500-2000 0 0.187 0

Table 1: Structural characteristics of systems built using different initial MPD/TMC ratios,
r0

m:t = 0.25, 1.5 and 5.0. 〈〉b indicates averages over repetition boxes. See text for definition of
the different quantities.

300

synthesized with extreme r0
m:t values (i.e. r0

m:t = 0.25 and r0
m:t = 5.0) are mainly made of small301

oligomers. The distribution of molecular sizes is centered below 200 atoms per molecule. The302

average number of molecules in the simulation box is large. For r0
m:t = 0.25, the average number303

of chain ends per molecule is of the order of 2 with almost no TMC monomer fully connected304

to MPD monomers, meaning chains are almost linear oligomers ending with TMC groups. For305

r0
m:t = 5.0, the number of chain ends is close to 4 and the total number of monomers is close to 6.306

This indicates the creation of short chains with 4 MPD terminal groups. The formation of small307

oligomers is also observed for other r0
m:t values. Visual inspection of simulation boxes shows308

that for extreme MPD/TMC ratios, some molecules don’t span over the entire box. In such309
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cases, the system may not behave like a fully connected membrane, as expected in real systems.310

On the other hand, synthesized systems with intermediate value r0
m:t = 1.5 have a different311

structure. They contain a smaller number of molecules per box, meaning that polymerization312

went further than for r0
m:t = 0.25 and r0

m:t = 5.0. The size distribution spreads up to 2000313

atoms per molecule. The number of fully cross-linked sites is larger, indicating a more complex314

molecular shape. Synthesized systems with r0
m:t values in the range 1.1-1.9 do contain “infinite315

clusters”. This region is roughly indicated on Figs. 6 and 10.316

3.4. Chemical structure analysis317

In this section, we study the influence of the initial MPD/TMC ratio on the final chemical318

structure of our samples. Chemical data are presented using oxygen versus nitrogen atom319

plots [61]. Fig. 6 represents such an O/N map obtained from elementary compositions of our320

samples. The region inside the dashed-red line represents all possible APA compositions (see
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Figure 6: Elemental composition of simulated samples from this work and from Suzuki et al. [42].
Data from Suzuki correspond to simulations with r0

m:t = 0.25 (upper left value), 1.0, 1.5 and
r0

m:t = 4.0 (lower right value). The region inside the dashed-red lines represents all possible
compositions for APA molecules. The region inside the grey ellipse contains simulation boxes
with “infinite clusters”. The two red square points indicate the O/N coordinates of a fully linear
chain (xN ≈ 0.095) and a fully cross-linked APA molecule (xN ≈ 0.125). The two thin red lines
represent O/N ratio of 1 and 2.

321

Supplementary Information section 1 to see how these limits were obtained). Therefore, any322

point away from this region may be questionable. The two red square points indicate the O/N323

coordinates of a fully linear chain (xN ≈ 0.095, O/N=2) and a fully cross-linked APA molecule324

(xN ≈ 0.125, O/N=1). Both are hypothetical structures that cannot be found in real systems.325
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The two red thin lines are values where O/N ratio are equal to 1 and 2, indicating the region326

where the cross-linking degree is defined (0 < χ < 1 thus from equation 1, we have 1 < O/N < 2).327

Obviously, our simulation data fall inside the dashed red line: The algorithm only allows the328

formation of APA and the final elemental composition is perfectly known. Statistical error329

(SE) was computed from the different repetition boxes for r0
m:t = 0.25, 1.5 and 5.0. The SE330

on composition is smaller than the symbol size (large squares. See Supplementary Information331

section 2 for SE data). From the upper left point to the lower right point, simulation points332

correspond to boxes with increasing r0
m:t value, from 0.25 to 5.0. Along this line, we observe that333

the oxygen content decreases almost linearly with the nitrogen content. Our data are compared334

here with the data from Suzuki et al. [42]. From upper left to lower right of the graph, their data335

correspond to simulations with r0
m:t = 0.25, 1.0, 1.5 and 4.0. Considering the random nature of336

the simulation process, we conclude that the two simulation sets are in good agreement.337

Fig. 7 shows O/N maps of our samples on which is superimposed as a color map the value of338

different descriptors rm:t, χ, fac and fam computed from elemental composition and equations 1,339

4–6. Fig. 7a shows the evolution of the final monomer ratio, rm:t. As r0
m:t values increase
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Figure 7: O/N map with chemical structure descriptors rm:t, χ, fac and fam of simulated APA
polymers. The color map is plotted for all possible compositions of APA molecules. The two
red square points indicate the O/N coordinates of a fully linear chain (xN ≈ 0.095) and a fully
cross-linked APA molecule (xN ≈ 0.125). Open square and black square symbols: see legend
Fig. 6.

340

from 0.25 to 5.0 with increasing xN, we can see that final MPD/TMC ratio values can be quite341

different from the initial one, ranging from roughly 0.7 to 2.5. When one type of monomer is342

present in large excess, many of them do not react leading to a final rm:t different from r0
m:t,343

whereas for initial MPD/TMC values in the range 1 < r0
m:t < 2 (see Supplementary Information344
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section 3 for a plot of rm:t versus r0
m:t), the final rm:t is closer to the initial one. Thus a better345

control of the final monomer ratio can be obtained in this r0
m:t range.346

These results compare very well with previous simulation studies. Suzuki et al. [42] obtained347

rm:t values in the range 0.6-2.5, very close to what is obtained here. Harder et al. [27] obtained348

a single sample with a rm:t value close to 1. The same group [62] improved their polymerization349

strategy and obtained a system with a final MPD/TMC ratio equal to 1.1. Wei et al. [36] built350

a large simulation box with a MPD/TMC ratio of 1.32. Globally [27, 23, 63, 25, 26, 34], most351

authors who prepared a single APA box, obtained membranes with a rm:t in the range 1.0-1.35,352

as expected from their initial conditions and polymerization algorithm.353

The cross-linking degree χ is shown in Fig. 7b. As mentioned above, this descriptor assumes354

that APA chains are composed of linear and cross-linked segments only, neglecting the presence355

of chain ends. Under such assumption, χ must be a positive quantity smaller than 1.356

The χ values computed for our systems vary from -0.59 to 1.75 with increasing r0
m:t (or xN357

values. See Supplementary Information section 3 for a plot of χ versus r0
m:t). Our samples cover358

the range of systems previously studied [27, 25, 28] with computed cross-linking degree in the359

range 0.09–0.83. However, the large range of χ values observed here indicates the presence of360

a large proportion of chain ends, especially at low or high r0
m:t values. It also turns out that361

χ doesn’t give a correct qualitative view of the cross-linking degree of the samples. E.g., for362

system with r0
m:t = 0.75, we have χ = 0 whereas direct inspection of the molecules shows many363

cross-linked nodes, i.e. TMC monomers fully connected with MPD monomers. On the contrary,364

for system with r0
m:t = 2.5, we have χ = 1.2 but direct inspection of the molecules shows a365

very limited number of cross-linked nodes. In face of such inconsistency, we consider that the366

use of the chemical descriptor χ should be done with caution, at least for systems containing a367

substantial amount of chain ends.368

As shown in Fig. 7c and 7d, along with the increase of the initial r0
m:t, the fraction of369

acyl groups that have reacted fac increases while that of reacted amine fam decreases (see370

Supplementary Information section 3 for a plot of fac and fam versus r0
m:t). For r0

m:t < 1 (i.e.371

TMC is in excess), the fraction of amine groups that have reacted is close to one. The fraction372

of acyl groups that have reacted is 0.5 or larger. This indicates the formation of molecules373

with a large amount of TMC like chain ends, e.g. a + 2c structure. For r0
m:t > 2, most acyl374

groups have reacted (fac → 1) while molecules exhibit a large number of unreacted amine groups375

(fam → 0.6), corresponding to MPD like chain ends (b+d structure). For 1 < r0
m:t < 2, relatively376
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large fractions of acyl and amine have reacted, roughly 80%, indicating a larger efficiency of the377

polymerization algorithm in this concentration range. For example, the system with r0
m:t = 1.8,378

which is very close to the fully cross-linked sample on the O/N map, has rm:t = 0.96, fac = 0.85379

and fam = 0.79.380

Finally, a great variability is observed for all descriptors, meaning the initial monomer com-381

position has a strong influence onto the final composition obtained through simulated polymer-382

ization and different chemical structures have been created. Some structures built in this study383

have chemical composition close to a fully cross-linked sample, though this ideal structure is384

never obtained using the simulated polymerization algorithm as presented section 2.2.385

3.5. Density386

In this section, we present and discuss the density values obtained as a function of the final387

MPD/TMC ratio. As shown in Fig. 8, a slight decrease of ρ, from 1.29 to 1.23 g/cm3, is ob-388

served with increasing rm:t. However, considering the fact that large structural differences exist389

between our samples, we can say that the density of APA is almost no sensitive to the details390

of the chemistry. This behavior is partly confirmed by group contribution estimations. Using391

data found in van Krevelen book [64], we obtain 1.39 and 1.38 g/cm3 for the fully linear and392

fully cross-linked structures respectively (see Supplementary Information section 4 for details).393

The above discussion suggests that even APA with large amounts of unreacted groups, as seen394

with extreme values of r0
m:t, have the same density as highly cross-linked systems. This could be395

attributed to strong hydrogen bonds between hydrogen and oxygen atoms in these free groups396

to form a structure as dense as a cross-linked network. Short range interactions between aro-397

matic rings (π-π stacking) has also been reported [36], resulting in a dense, thin two-layer slip398

structure.399

Comparison of our data with other simulation results is not easy. Following Kotelyanskii et400

al. [21, 22], many authors built a simulation box based on the experimental density 1.38 g/cm3401

and an estimated water content of the hydrated FT-30 membrane of 23 w% at ambient condi-402

tions [27, 23, 62, 24, 19, 25, 26, 42]. After a short relaxation time, an hydrated density in the403

range 1.30–1.39 g/cm3, corresponding to a dry density in the range 1.0–1.1 g/cm3 is obtained.404

These dry density values must be taken with caution as they were obtained after relaxation times405

much shorter than the one used here and, most importantly, they correspond to the density of406

a swollen polymer. Kolev and Freger [28] computed, using molecular simulation, the density of407
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Figure 8: Density versus rm:t for sample equilibrated in the iso-stress ensemble. Large square
symbols represent the average density for the 11 repetition boxes at respective rm:t. The dashed-
line is a linear regression over all data and accounts for the different statistical weight of each
data point.

the same hydrated (hence swollen) and dry membrane and showed that the calculated density408

increases by about 10%. A density value of 1.24 g/cm3 including large voids is proposed while409

an average density of the dense region is about 1.3 g/cm3 for the dry polymer. This range is in410

full agreement with our set samples. Recent available data for other models of unswollen dry411

membrane densities [29, 36, 30, 33] lie in the range 1.17-1.31 g/cm3. Finally we can conclude412

that recent molecular simulation values are in good agreement with the average computed from413

the 11 repetition boxes at r0
m:t = 1.5 where ρ = 1.26± 0.02 g/cm3.414

415

4. Discussion: simulated versus real membrane properties416

In this section, we try to relate our simulation results to experimental data on APA RO mem-417

brane layer. It is important to keep in mind that molecular simulations, because of time and418

length scale limitations, propose a model of the dense region of the APA membrane.419

The density of the membrane is a typical macroscopic quantity whose knowledge is important420

for many transfer and partitioning predictive models. However, the experimental determination421

of the dry density of the dense region in the membrane is a difficult task because of the complex422

morphology of APA layers. Zhang et al. [41] used water adsorption experiments with quartz423

microbalance to determine water uptake for the FT30 and LF10 reverse osmosis membranes424
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and obtained values of 11.2 w/w% and 12.8 w/w% respectively. Using the experimental density425

value of 1.38 g/cm3 given in [21], they deduced a FT30 active layer density of 1.24 g/cm3 and a426

LF10 active layer density of 1.22 g/cm3. Lin et al. [65] measured dry densities of several APA427

layers from reverse osmosis and nano-filtration membranes. The volumetric density is computed428

as the areal mass of active layer measured using quartz microbalance divided by the thickness429

obtained by ellipsometry analyses; it averages to 1.26±0.21 g/cm3 for the uncoated APA active430

layers. However, these studies do not compute the density of the dense region of the APA active431

layer but rather an effective dry density including existing voids. Very recently, we measured the432

density of the APA layer of the reverse osmosis CPA2 commercial membrane [60]. The study was433

based on the measurement of the effective surface density, the membrane thickness and the void434

fraction. Density values of 1.18±0.14 g/cm3 and 1.30±0.14 g/cm3 were obtained using AFM435

and profilometry thickness analysis respectively, leading to an average value of 1.24 g/cm3 for436

the dense region of CPA2 active layer membrane. Therefore, the good agreement between our437

simulation results and the experimentally determined density of the dense region [60] validates438

the force field and the general procedure used here. Moreover, molecular simulations show that439

the mass density of APA membranes does not depend on the details of their chemistry.440

The separation performances of active layer of reverse osmosis membranes is controlled by441

water permeability and solute selectivity. It is widely accepted that free volume holes between442

cross-linked polymer chains play an important role in small molecules transfer. Positron an-443

nihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) is an analytical technique using positron annihilation444

spectroscopy (PAS) which allows for the measurement of the mean size of subnanometre-scale445

holes (i.e. free volume hole-size). This technique has been employed by several authors in the446

context of reverse osmosis membranes characterization. Henmi et al. [66] evaluated boron rejec-447

tion using similar types of membranes and reported that the rejection of boron decreased with448

increasing free volume. Chen et al. [67] reported that the rejection of four neutral solutes (urea,449

ethylene, 1-propanol, and 2-propanol) correlated well with the ratio of the molecular volume of450

solutes to the volume of sphere-shaped free volume holes in the membrane. Fujioka et al. [68]451

reviewed data obtained for RO membranes and suggest to include other techniques e.g. molec-452

ular dynamics simulations to describe the internal structure of APA membranes. We computed453

the fraction of accessible volume (FAV) defined as the volume occupied by hard-spheres with454

van der Waals radius divided by the box volume [69] (see Supplementary Information section 5455

for more details on the methodology employed). Generally speaking, the free volume depends456
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on chain rigidity and the proportion of chain ends (which tends to increase the free volume).457

In the case of APA, we believe that the presence of short cross-links between linear segments458

leave some empty space that could not be filled by the polymer because of chain rigidity. As can459

be seen in Fig. 9, the general trend is that the FAV slightly decreases with rm:t (or r0
m:t). It is460

accompanied by an increase of the proportion of the chain ends density N t
ce/V (N t

ce is the total461

number of chain ends in the simulation box, V is the simulation box volume), mostly seen for462

rm:t larger than one. The increase of the density of cross-linked TMC units N t
cl/V (N t

cl is the
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Figure 9: Evolution of the free accessible volume (FAV), the number of cross-linked points per
unit volume (N t

cl/V ) and the number of chain ends per unit volume (N t
ce/V ) with rm:t.

463

total number of cross-linked TMC units), seen for 1.3 < rm:t < 1.7, seems to be associated with464

an increase of the FAV. Unfortunately, because of poor statistics, we were not able to establish465

a clear link between FAV and the concentration of chain ends and cross-linking point densities466

in our samples. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to establish such a correlation in order to467

tailor membrane properties from proportion of chain end and cross-linking points.468

From a microscopic point of view, our simulations reveal that the fraction of reacted amine469

and acyl groups varies in a large range. It is clear that most of the systems studied at high470

excess of MPD or TMC monomers lead to unrealistic polymers. Meanwhile, boxes with initial471

MPD/TMC ratio in the range 1–2 provide systems with composition compatible with almost472

fully linear samples and highly cross-linked samples. For these systems, a non negligible amount473

of unreacted amine and carboxylic acid groups is found. Signature for these groups have already474

been mentioned in the literature. Using tangential streaming ζ-potential measurements [70] it475

is possible to determine surface charges at the interface between various reverse osmosis mem-476
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branes and an electrolyte. Due to their composition, uncoated membranes can have a positive477

charge at acidic pH because of the ionization of the free amine groups at their surface into –NH+
3 .478

When pH rises, the ζ-potential becomes negative because of the dissociation of free carboxylic479

groups of TMC into COO− and the neutralization of NH+
3 groups.480

Infrared spectroscopy is extensively used to check presence of coating on commercial membranes.481

Though, a few studies used IR to reveal the presence of carboxylic and amine groups. Dutta et482

al. [16] mention that for membranes synthesized using reacting solutions of 1% TMC and 8%483

MPD, an excess of amine groups in the sample is observable in FTIR spectra, with an enhance-484

ment of the band at 1666–1670 cm−1. Identically, for polymers synthesized using 1% TMC and485

2% MPD concentration solutions, they noticed –OH stretching frequency bands at 3751 and486

3856 cm−1. A relatively weak band is also observed by Mi et al. [71] at 1450 cm−1 correspond-487

ing to the presence of carboxylic acid groups. Jin et al. [72] assigned the vibrational band at488

1720 cm−1 to the C=O stretching of carboxylic acid groups for layers synthesized with 4 wt/v%489

MPD solution and 0.5 to 2 wt/v% TMC solutions. Using spectrum bands deconvolution, they490

were able to observe the increase in COOH groups with increasing TMC solution concentration.491

We computed IR spectra from molecular simulation trajectories of our samples to compare with492

existing data in the literature. Although a clear evolution is seen for several bands indicating493

concentration changes of amine, carboxylic and amide groups, the results are barely comparable494

with experiments (see Supplementary Information section 6 and figures therein). Absorption495

bands specific of amide groups [61] (1660, 1610 and 1540 cm−1 corresponding to C=O signal496

amide I, aromatic ring breathing and C-N stretching amide II ) appear at different frequencies497

than experimental one, due to intramolecular force field and methodological limitations. Group498

concentrations could be deduced from the computed IR spectra in the high frequency range499

(3000-4000 cm−1) but unfortunately, this doesn’t seem to be applicable to real spectra where500

the resolution is much lower in this frequency range.501

502

It is widely accepted that the active layer structure is chemically heterogeneous through-503

out its depth [73, 74, 75, 76]. Wamser and Gilbert [73] concluded from contact angle titration504

experiments that carboxylic and amine groups predominate at the APA top-surface (TS) and505

back-surface (BS) respectively. Freger [75] demonstrated that the polymer charge is distributed506

across the active polyamide layer in a highly non uniform fashion. The polyamide films ap-507

pear to be built of a negatively charged outer layer (carboxylic-rich region) sitting on top of an508
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inner layer possessing a small positive charge (amine-rich region). Using X-ray photoelectron509

spectrometry (XPS) and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), Coronell et al. [76]510

extensive analysis of reverse osmosis and nano filtration membranes, support the existence of511

both depth-homogeneous and depth-heterogeneous active layers. Such studies indicate that in512

order to improve the current understanding of permeation phenomena during reverse osmosis513

filtration, there is a need to characterize as a function of depth the physicochemical properties514

and interactions with contaminants inside active layers.515

Fig. 10 presents oxygen versus nitrogen atom fraction map and compares chemical composi-516

tion between our simulation data and conventional reverse osmosis membranes. Six sets of517

experimental data are presented: Song et al. [60] data where the APA layer of the commercial518

membrane CPA2 has been studied using XPS analysis on top-surface and back-surface (after519

removal of the support layer); results from Coronell et al. [76] on three different reverse osmosis520

membranes analyzed using XPS (for the top-surface) and RBS to get insights into chemical het-521

erogeneities along the thickness of the APA layer; data from Park et al. [77] using XPS analysis522

on supported and support-free synthesized APA membranes and where the back-surface (APA523

membrane surface in contact with the aqueous phase during the polymerization) was analyzed524

for the support-free polymerized membrane; XPS data from Park et al. [78] for APA membranes525

synthesized on PSf and hybrid metal organic framework/PSf support; a selection of Tang et526

al. [61] XPS data for polyamide thin films of 6 commonly used commercial RO membranes; Xu527

et al. [18] XPS analysis of various APA layers prepared by changing the monomer concentrations528

in a wide range.529

Experimental data are presented according to three different criteria: top-surface data (TS,530

upper triangles) and back-surface data (BS, lower triangles), both obtained using XPS measure-531

ments and data obtained using RBS experiments, giving an average elemental composition of532

the layer.533

We first notice that experimental data are rather scattered over the O/N map and many points534

fall out of the limits imposed by the stoichiometry of APA polymers. This is particularly true535

for XPS analyses. It may well be that surface contamination by chemicals alter the final com-536

position. However, this figure demonstrates the influence of the synthesis parameters onto the537

final composition. One can also notice that top-surfaces (triangle up) generally have smaller538

nitrogen content than the average composition (square) and the highest nitrogen values corre-539

spond to data obtained on back-surface (triangle down). This is in agreement with the general540
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Figure 10: Elemental composition of simulated samples and several commercial and home-made
APA reverse osmosis membrane layers. Squares represent data corresponding to an average
composition (molecular simulations or RBS experiments). Upper and lower triangles represent
XPS data from top-surface (TS) and back-surface (BS) analyses of the membranes, respectively.
Colors refer to different works or publications; black: molecular simulations, this work; orange:
Song et al. [60]; blue: Park et al. [77]; maroon: Park et al. [78]; green: Coronell et al. [76];
brown: Xu et al. [18]; red: Tang et al. [61]. The region inside the dashed-red lines represents all
possible compositions for APA molecules. The region inside the grey ellipse contains simulation
boxes with “infinite clusters”.

result obtained by Wamser [73] or Freger [75] that carboxylic and amine groups predominate at541

the APA top-surface and back-surface respectively, because during membrane synthesis the local542

MPD concentration decreases from the aqueous-organic interface to the pure organic phase. The543

interesting point is that our simulation data are in agreement with this behavior. As the initial544

MPD/TMC ratio is increased, final nitrogen content increases and our samples share charac-545

teristics with back-surface region. Inversely, when the initial MPD/TMC ratio decreases, final546

nitrogen content decreases and the simulation boxes resemble membrane top-surface region. The547

different simulation boxes could thus be used to describe a particular region of the membrane,548

from the back-surface, to the top-surface.549

5. Conclusions550

Molecular simulation has been used to build APA polymer samples. Our aim was to study how551

local monomer composition that appear during interfacial polymerization affect the structure of552

a model of APA membrane. We covered a rather large range of initial MPD/TMC monomer553

ratios, from 1:4 to 5:1, and did observe many different structures. The polymerization step in554
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itself requires short simulation times but full strains relaxation required up to several microsec-555

onds.556

For systems with large excess of TMC or MPD monomers, the behavior is almost “pathological”557

with the formation a small oligomers with linear structure and few reticulation nodes. The558

fraction of unreacted acyl and amine groups is high for r0
m:t → 0.25 and r0

m:t → 5.0 respectively.559

For 1 < rm:t < 2, synthesized samples have chemical composition typical of APA membranes560

(0.09 < xN < 0.13 and 0.12 < xO < 0.18). The fraction of acyl and amine groups that have561

reacted is high although different from 1, indicating that numerous chain ends still exist in these562

structures. It is likely that during the polymerization steps, amine or acyl groups are trapped in-563

side the chemical structure and are no longer accessible to other reactants, being large oligomers564

or even a single monomer.565

We believe that the simulated samples created under different local concentrations can describe566

properly the chemical heterogeneities observed experimentally in reverse osmosis membranes.567

We think that the methodology employed is a tool to produce membranes with slightly differ-568

ent chemical compositions and to investigate their selectivity performances. As mentioned by569

Freger and Ramon in a recent review [79], experimentally determined parameters such as density570

or cross-linking degree may not reflect the film behavior as a selective membrane. This study571

contributed to the preparation, at the molecular level, of samples with different structural char-572

acteristics. We belive that further molecular simulation studies to investigate their selectivity573

performances, could provide better insights into the structure-property relationships.574
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Appendix A. Supplementary information579

Detailed information on the definition of compositional limits for APA polymers, statistic errors580

from repetition boxes, descriptor evolution with r0
m:t, density computed using group contribution581

method, fractional accessible free volume computations and infrared spectrum computation is582

presented in the supplementary information.583
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